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intake manifold cleaning 101

Jun 25, 2001 - the big stuff was gone I used brake cleaner to help loosen the rest. The gunk ... Allen wrench set (metric) on a 3/8 socket base. 18. #10 hex ... 
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101 By: Adam Snow (AKA: Snowball) Sunday, June 24, 2001 [email protected] Edited by GeWilli Snowball's Orignial page with zoomed images



This cleaning procedure was written up while working on my 1999 Jetta TDI MK IV.



Examine your engine, look at these photos and study the locations of the components you may need to move during this maintenance task. Read completely through this guide at least once prior to starting so you are not surprised, or left with questions in the middle of the job!



Start the day by gathering the tools and supplies you will need. Once you start pulling off parts is not the time to learn that you need to make a store run! Get setup in a comfy area. I’d recommend good lighting, and if you are outside consider parking in the shade. Organize everything you need so you can reach it when you need it.



If you have a torque wrench and the manual I advise you to torque all bolts as specified. If you do not have such tools then make note as you remove each bolt. Get a feel for how tight they are. Most of the parts you are working on in this project are made of aluminum and will strip out if you over torque them. Leaving then below specified torque could cause the bolts to loosen, and parts to leak.



Snowball "This is not the format I intended, but I’m an HTML retard" GeWilli " well I am one two but I could figure it out ;)"
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Begin by removing the Upper engine cover.



Note the location of the items listed: . Fresh air intake from your air filter B. CCV unit C. EGR valve D. Anti shudder valve E. Air supply from intercooler F. Intake manifold
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Disconnect the hose leading from the CCV to the fresh air intake. There is a small lip that seals it so pull hard.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Remove the 2 metal clamps that hold the rubber hose from the Intercooler pipe to the EGR. Do not get excited and start scraping at crud out of the EGR at this time. If you loosen the crud now it may easily fall down the intake manifold and into a cylinder.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Pull the rubber hose off the inlet to the turbocharger. (Sorry I forgot to take a picture of this)



Remove two #5 cap screws that attach the thing (I don’t have my manual yet, and am unsure of this units function) shown in the photo from the intake manifold. Pull the vacuum line off of the EGR (mine had a small metal clip that became badly damaged. I do believe the hose will stay put without this clip)
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Remove two #6 cap screws from the exhaust supply line leading from the exhaust cooler to the EGR. Don’t loose the thin metal gasket.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Remove 3 #5 cap screws that hold the EGR to the intake manifold. The bolt in the 7 o’clock position is in a tight location due to a # 6 cap screw holding the exhaust line from the last step to the EGR itself. I was able to remove this bolt with a #6 ball end Allen wrench. Again, do not get excited and start scraping crud out of the intake manifold.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Remove two #6 cap screws that attach the exhaust supply line to the exhaust cooler [G]. Again do not loose the gasket. Also disconnect the coolant hose [H]. Either clamp or raise this hose above the radiator level to prevent draining of radiator fluid.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Clamp the lower coolant line going to the exhaust cooler. Now remove the smaller coolant hose attached to the top of the cooler.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Remove three #10 hex bolts that hold the exhaust cooler to the intake manifold. Tie the exhaust cooler so it is up and out of your way.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



Remove six #6 cap screws that hold the intake manifold to the engine block. The 2nd bolt in from the left hit a heat shield on its way out. You may have to bend the heat shield a small amount by bashing it (GENTLY!) with a hammer and long tool such as a screwdriver or punch. Do not loose the gasket as you pull the intake manifold out.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



This is the intake manifold. Make note of where the six bolts are, as you will not be able to see them as you remove or replace them. I do not have my manual yet, but I would recommend the following pattern to tighten these bolts when reinstalling 531246. (That pattern may change as soon as I get my manual)
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



The gunk I cleaned out of my EGR valve and intake manifold.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



To clean out this gunk I scraped out as much as I could with hand tools, and a foot long piece of stiff wire. Once the big stuff was gone I used brake cleaner to help loosen the rest. The gunk came out easily as it was rather moist (think of the stuff in a day old coffee filter). If yours is very thick, or hard you may need to soak it overnight, or as some have suggested bring it to a glass bead machine.



The following are pictures of all the tools I used in this project just in case you are not familiar with them all.
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14.



Water and towel-less hand cleaner (Use often, no need to put dirty finger prints everywhere). Magnetic parts bowl to hold the parts you remove Hammer to bash (GENTLY) heat shields with (a mechanics best friend) Prying tool (didn’t actually use this) Long regular head screwdriver to be used with the hammer Smaller and well (ab)used regular head screwdriver to use for scraping gunk with. Screwdriver with changeable heads Notepad and pen (so I could write this article) Flashlight Small adjustable wrench #10 open/box wrench #6 open/box wrench Small hook type tool to scrape gunk with Magnetic socket inserts (these can really help you prevent loosing bolts under the car)
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INTAKE MANIFOLD CLEANING 101



15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27.



Magnet on a wand (a mechanics 2nd best friend) Inspection mirror (to find those pesky bolt holes behind the engine) Allen wrench set (metric) with the ball ends Allen wrench set (metric) on a 3/8 socket base #10 hex socket Water pump pliers (used these on some hose clamps) Hose pinching pliers Pliers (again for hose clamps) ¼ and 3/8 drive mini ratchet things ¼ and 3/8 drive socket extensions long and short ¼ and 3/8 drive universal joints ¼ and 3/8 ratchet wrenches 3/8 stubby/flex handle ratchet wrench (this WILL fit those tight places. Highly recommended!)



Your tools will vary, and I’ll leave it to you to decide what of the above tools you’d like to have on hand during this job. The job was not too bad. I’d rate it a 5 for difficulty (on a scale of 10). The biggest problem I’d expect someone to run into is applying proper torque to the fasteners. The job is not much fun though (took about 4 hours), and you will be spending a lot of time leaning over the car trying to reach the rear of the engine. I’d be happy to help anyone in my area (Middleton Massachusetts) but you will do the wrenching while I “supervise” J
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Intake manifold change-over 

Nov 23, 2002 - performed. Fuse for intake manifold change-over valve is OK. Electrical Wiring Diagrams, Troubleshooting &. Component Locations binder.
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chevy intake manifold gasket leak dbid 1ofi 
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Self-Study Programme 212 Variable Intake Manifold in ... - Fabione63 

The vacuum is taken from the manifold torque collector. Vacuum is stored in the vacuum reservoir and a ... with vacuum using hand vacuum pump V.A.G. 1390.
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Intake Manifold Tech: Runner Size Calculations by [ MichaelDelaney 

Sep 30, 2002 - 218,280 x [ SQRT (S/[L x V] ) ] x [ SQRT { (CR-1)/ (CR+1) } ]. For a more detailed explanation on the application of Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand ...
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Self-Study Programme 212 Variable Intake Manifold in ... - Fabione63 

The vacuum is taken from the manifold torque collector. Vacuum is stored in the vacuum reservoir and a ... with vacuum using hand vacuum pump V.A.G. 1390.
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intake silencer - cikfia 

The exploded technical drawing must show the following: parts of the silencer, noise-absorbing parts, filtering parts, suction tubes and carburettor clamping ...
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intake, exhaust 

1 600. 137 1 002-18060-00. I NUT. I -. 1 2. I. I 600. 190 002-38060-00. FLANGE NUT. 2. 480. 056-10800-10. HOSE CLAMP. -. 4. 128. 003-10080-00. WASHER.
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Death Cleaning 

A baby and her mother disappear from a Bordeaux hospital .... "The story of Joseph Sylvester is now beautifully told in Frank Krake's Mister. Menthol. Joseph is a ...
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cleaning kit 

CLEANING KIT. Q & Pulse grills. 1. Retournez la grille et répétez l'étape 2. Dans le cas d'un barbecue électrique, retirez la résistance. Rincez à l'eau et essuyez ...
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Death Cleaning 

published to much acclaim, won five literary prizes, and was a finalist for the ..... plot intended to alter the course of history? Louatah has ... work as an artist has been exhibited in galleries from .... foreign language and often grew up in pove
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Filter Cleaning Checklist (FR) 
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Manifold Surface Reconstruction of an 

Apr 5, 2014 - 3.6), complexity analysis (Sec. ...... Let f be the number of âˆ† facets (i.e. triangles) which are included in Î´O. ..... Thanks to the CRISTAL project for.
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Cleaning up at Termination 

In particular, external resources will stay open even if the objects that reference ... For example, if you open a file or a socket, it will stay open until you close it (or ...
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Cleaning Ram MTC.eps 

la presse Ã  la position â€œrelevÃ©eâ€� sans qu'il y ait compactage. Chargement. REMARQUE : Les premiers dÃ©chets chargÃ©s ne seront pas comprimÃ©s les premiÃ¨res ...
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Cleaning a phase mask 

KBr, KRS-5, and all polar inorganic crystals including nonlinear optical .... tabs, press the tab firmly onto the dry polymer film at an edge, allow the adhesive and.
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448KB CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS 

Lave a mano con jabón y agua y coloque boca abajo para que se deje secar por aproximadamente 12 horas. 4. Disperse los palillos y déjelos al aire por dos ...
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Nitrox cleaning procedures.pdf 

Hose Protector, Green, 1/2" n/s --- 1073-29. Hose Protector, Green, 3/8". Part numbers in BOLD ITALICS indicate standard overhaul replacement part. Key # Part ...
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Intake Air Bypass (IAB) Control Valve Testing 

of the IAB control valve is in close contact with the full-close screw when you apply. 50.7 kPa (380 mmHg, 15.0 in.Hg) of vacuum to the. IAB control diaphragm.
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Intake Systems for General Aviation Applications 

Sep 19, 2013 - Welcome and Workshop Objectives â€“ D. GÃ©ly (X-Noise GA Task Group Coordinator). â–« H. BodÃ©n (The Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden). IC-engine source ... Transmission Loss of Mufflers by Finite Elements. â–« Romain ...
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Dietary silicon intake in post-menopausal women 

dietary Si intakes in man, especially in a UK population. ... menopausal female subjects (.60 years of age; n 209) were recruited from the general population ...
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Drain Cleaning Machine - Ridgid Tools 

In this operator's manual and on the product, safety symbols and signal words ... crushed in the drain cleaning cable. ..... Install retaining clip into groove on one.
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101-111 LOUVAIN OUEST, MONTRÉAL 101-111 

Ne pas utiliser à des fins de construction. This plan should only be used for information. Do not use for construction. Superficie. Area. RDC/GF 109. 14,440 pi2/ ...
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nuage 101 

Depuis la disquette, au début des années 1980, les supports d'archivage des données informatiques ... portatif en vente dans tous les magasins d'électronique.
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Spring Cleaning Sale! - Ansonia Wines 

retail sale discount. WHITE. Accoles 4 Faisses 2012 $24 $21.60 10%. Mure Anemones 2010 $18 $12.60 30%. Mure Riesling 2010 $22 $15.40 30%. Chateau ...
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